On February 16th, TC-CCAI held an “Advanced Powder Coating” symposium at Jimmy’s Food & Drink in Vadnais Heights. Marty Korecky, Marketing Specialist with Akzo Nobel, served as the moderator for the seminar and presented along with Doug Van Dyne, DuBois Chemicals and Mark Walsworth, Nordicware. Sixty-five individuals were in attendance.

Doug Van Dyne discussed pretreatment topics which included soil identification, water quality importance, chemistry options and record keeping processes. Marty’s ensuing presentation shared information on powder coating. The presentation included the selection of correct coating, available chemistries, substrate review, surface flaw identification, and quality testing.

Mark Walsworth offered his knowledge for developing and understanding product specifications. Focus was on reading, interpreting, and writing company specifications.

Thanks to the presenters and individuals making this seminar a success.